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( “The Luna Kids” ?) 
Sweden TV ?  :  1999  :  dir.                                                          :  ? min 
prod:             :  scr:                     :  dir.ph.:  
Tove Edfeldt; Totte Steneby; Anders Österholm; Kim Jansson  ………….……………………… 
Adult cast unknown 
  

Ref: Pages Sources Stills Words   Ω  8    M   Copy on VHS Last Viewed 

5956 1.5 1 4 274     -    -    -    - No unseen 

 

   
 

 

CVMC video retail/rental website review: 
 
“Three recently orphaned siblings and a 

boy whose grandmother and sole guardian 
was just hospitalised snatch a boat and 
sail the Swedish seas. Vignettes include 
(1) avoiding the cops and (2) struggling to 
provide themselves with water and food. 
Much better than it sounds. Followed by 
“BARNEN PA LUNA - Del 2”. 

 
In this chapter, our young heroes, roughly 
seven to sixteen years old, continue 
evading the cops while experiencing love 
and perhaps finding a true home for 
themselves. A nicely done conclusion to a 
sweet series; recommended! 
 
Rated NR: mild adult themes  
Language: Swedish 

Barnen på Luna  



Categories: Action/Adventure, Boy Films, 
Little to Preteen, Adolescent, Drama, Girl 
Films, Little to Preteen, Adolescent, Home 
Alone  
NOTE: This movie is in Swedish with NO 

ENGLISH SUBTITLES OR DUBBING.” 
 

 

[no listing in "Leonard Maltin's Movie and 
Video Guide 2001"]  

 

 
           Source for all stills:  CVMC website 

 
 
 
 
No further information currently available. Does Sweden have seas?  OK… 
 
Since each tape (bizarrely) is only eleven minutes in length, the best I can guess is that these 
were preview tapes for a forthcoming Swedish children’s TV series, offering a foretaste of the 
content.  What other commercial demand would there be for 11-minute excerpt tapes? 
 
Stories in which single children or whole families attempt to soldier on alone after the death of 
a parent are covered by the subject index heading SIBLING HOUSEHOLDS, including titles 
such as “OUR MOTHER’S HOUSE”, “THE 14”, “THE CEMENT GARDEN” and “LA 
FRACTURE DU MYOCARDE”. 
  
See subject index under BOATS & FISHING, GRANDPARENTS, ORPHANS / ADOPTION, 
SCANDINAVIA, SEAFARING and probably TV SERIES. 
 
 


